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Divine Intervention
Phil Ward discovers how Italian brand Outline’s GTO line array
is reaching the parts only Il Divo can reach . . .
World - The dynamic flow of
a concert by Il Divo - and if you
think it’s something to do with
the overwhelmingly female
constituency of the audience,
that’s up to you - can best be
described as a series of
climaxes. Once into the third or
fourth crescendo, accompanied
by the conspiratorial glint in the
eye of swooning tenor Carlos
Marín, it’s all over. The vague
promise of Mediterranean
abduction has seduced another
arena full of oestrogen and
Prosecco spumante.
Doing this night after night is
a challenge currently met by
FOH engineer Matteo Cifelli,
who revels in the role of invisible
Don Juan. He’s helped by the
tailored swagger of his clients,
of course, but also by an
increasingly flexible payload of
new technology: at his fingertips
are the mechanisms of a sound
that really can make the Earth
move.
The current Il Divo world tour
- titled, appropriately, Amor &
Pasión - is about to reach the US
but has been destroying
marriages across South
America, Japan and Europe
since the beginning of the year.
Much of it has been through the
auspices of UK rental mainstay
Capital Sound, representing a
highly significant breakthrough
in the company’s technical and
business models.
Capital has been the go-to
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service provider for the cool
quartet from their very first tour,
and over the years the influential
FOH position has been occupied
at various times by leading lights
such as Chris Pyne and Davide
Lombardi. Some of those tours
used Capital’s Meyer Sound
inventory, but by the time of the
album A Musical Affair and its
accompanying tour in 2014,
Cifelli had inherited Martin
Audio’s MLA, which had come
to be something of a flagship
system for Paul Timmins and his
team as its unique benefits won
favour. This was very acceptable
to Cifelli, he says - but then
Capital invested in Italian
manufacturer Outline’s Grand

Touring Outline (GTO) line array
package and everything
changed.
“I pushed for the GTO
system, and the first time I used
the C-12 it was a one-off gig in
Ireland in 2014. At the end of the
show, the lighting designer told
me he’d never heard the set
sound so good. In fact it was the
C-12 in combination with
Butterfly, and in my experience I’ve been using Outline for 10
years - it was the best sounding
system I’d ever used, especially
for vocals. For Il Divo, it was a
killer.”
From Capital Sound’s point
of view, the addition of both GTO
and a d&b system to the
inventory is intended to provide
more engineers with realistic
choice, rather than relying on
one single flagship. “I think it’s
a smart move,” says Cifelli,
“because we’ve entered an era
when all the new PAs sound
generally good. So it’s a time
when we can select the right PA
for the artist and the type of
music. There is no one ‘rock and
roll’ PA any more, it doesn’t
mean the same thing: live
sound is experiencing what
happened in the studio, when
each engineer had his favourite
monitors. There are top
engineers still mixing on
NS-10s! Others like more detail,

like ATC for instance, and in live
sound you know what works
best for your job. If you don’t get
it, you’ve got to work a lot
harder.”
Cifelli is well qualified to
make such comparisons, having
run his own recording studio in
Italy for many years and, more
recently, having relocated that
studio to London. For him, GTO
is the closest thing he’s found in
live sound to the definition of
studio monitoring.
“A live system isn’t great just
because it throws a long
distance,” he states. “It’s about
the detail. The Outline boxes
react perfectly to compression
and EQ, for example, and I’m
the type of engineer who wants
to establish how each
instrument should sound - if
I don’t like something, I want to
change it how I want.”
In fact, thinks Cifelli, the GTO
is so detailed that you need to
treat it with respect. “In some
ways you have to rethink your
mix and be careful not to
overlook anything that will show
up if it’s not handled carefully.
The build is so good, such
a good blend of components
and amplification - the guys at
Outline have taught me so
much. There are good, objective
reasons why one system works
better than another!”

B FOH engineer Matteo Cifelli
D Outline’s GTO line array system

The guys at Outline have another trick up
their sleeves, called Newton. Just emerging
from the workshop now, Cifelli has already
placed an order and will incorporate it into
the Il Divo canon as soon as he can.
“Newton is a revolutionary product from
Outline, and a very good candidate to
become a new audio world standard,”

suggests Outline’s business development
manager Luca Giaroli. “Thanks to its
multiple functions it fits any FOH or control
room position all over the world, both for live
and installed sound.” The extraordinary list
of these functions runs as follows: matrix;
mixer; audio router; DSP; crossover; EQ
station; limiter; delay; speaker management
system; media converter; sync and clock
manager; and audio distribution with
network functions.
“It will get even better,” Cifelli enthuses,
pointing not only to Newton but also the
potential of digital microphones for all four
of his ‘boys’. Honestly, the fans won’t stand
a chance.
“The GTO has a musicality perfect for the
acoustic nature of the voices and orchestra,”
he concludes. “Other systems suit electronic
music better, in that they generate their own
sound. Il Divo is a lot like studio work, and
the four boys keep you very busy: it’s crucial
to achieve consistency every night, even in
a huge variety of different venues. There are
snapshots for each song, but you ride the
vocal faders like crazy and you can’t keep
your hands off the desk for more than ten
seconds . . .”
That’s how it’s done, Casanova. That’s
how it’s done. I
P www.outlinearray.com
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